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Experience the Prestige of Winning
an Élan Award of Excellence
| By Jeffrey E. Barnhart
ICMA’s Élan Awards of Excellence celebrate the world’s most impressive
cards and elicit industry-wide accolades for those recognized in the annual competition.
Entries for the 2022 awards program are due April 1 and have to be cards or card-focused
products issued between June 1, 2021 and March 31, 2022.
When it comes to winning an Élan Award—it’s not just about how an entry looks—it’s about the
innovative processes and technology that go into its production. Beyond receiving a physical
award, winning can go a long way toward:
• Solidifying your company’s reputation as an industry innovator
• Attracting new business opportunities
• Improving employee morale (they appreciate recognition for their hard work)
• Increasing visibility among consumers, suppliers, vendors, investors and other
business partners
Winning can lead a company down numerous paths to success, but if you don’t enter the
competition, you can’t win.
Want to experience the prestige of receiving an Élan Award? Visit ICMA.com to enter the
competition today!

from the ICMA staff
ICMA EXPO Exhibition, Sponsorship
Opportunities Available
| By Diane Webster-Sweeney

Want to reach new customers? Showcase your products and boost
brand awareness to the manufacturer and personalizer audience at
ICMA’s 2022 EXPO.
Take advantage of the exhibition and sponsorship opportunities available
at our first in-person event since 2019.
Booth spaces are chosen in the order that contracts are received. Submit an exhibitor contract
as soon as possible to ensure a premium location on the exhibit floor.
Sponsorships are available for a wide range of budgets including full program, meals, breaks,

Card Manufacturing ™ publishes
information for the benefit of its
members and readers. The sponsor,
International Card Manufacturers
Association (ICMA), the publisher and
the editors of Card Manufacturing™
cannot be held liable for changes,
revisions or inaccuracies contained
in the material published. For more
detailed information on the products,
programs, services or policies
covered in Card Manufacturing™,
it is recommended readers contact
the appropriate person, company,
agency or industry group.

educational sessions, receptions, EXPO bags and more. Each sponsorship comes with a variety
of beneficial extras, even free EXPO registrations if applicable.
Join us May 15-18 at the Saddlebrook Resort in Tampa, Florida. For registration, exhibition and
sponsorship information, email dwebster@icma.com or visit ICMAEXPO.com.
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Card packaging must look amazing,
deliver on brand intentions and be cost
competitive. If a solution arrives at this
intersection and is also environmentally
sensitive, then you have hit the
sweet spot.

This one-of-a-kind conference,
Cards Reimagined, will feature
expert presentations, valuable
networking opportunities, an
exhibition hall and the Élan Awards
of Excellence ceremony.

| By Dane Whitehurst, Creative Director, Burgopak

| By Jennifer Kohlhepp, Managing Editor,
ICMA

12 Trends for 2022

Go SEO: 5 Digital Marketing
The majority of online experiences
(68%) begin with a search engine, so
that’s where you should focus. Here are
five digital marketing trends in 2022
that will help your company improve
its search rankings.
| By Kelsey Tweedly, Marketing Manager, ICMA

THE SPOTLIGHT IS ON ICMA’S
PLATINUM AND GOLD MEMBERS
These suppliers have committed to the highest
level of support to ICMA activities in 2022.
Platinum Level

COVER STORY
16

Personalization to Meet Consumer
Expectations and Lifestyle Needs
Gold Level

With the wave of fintechs entering the markets, there is an
opening for more untraditional products pushing new consumeroriented technology.
| By Jennifer Kohlhepp, Managing Editor, ICMA
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We’d love to hear from you!
Card Manufacturing contains feature articles, listings, events, company news, industry
announcements, association updates and other information that will influence and grow your
business. Card Manufacturing also includes messages from key industry executives as well as
news and tips from the heart of the association—YOU.
• Interested in submitting a bylined
feature for an upcoming issue?

• Do you have company information or
accomplishments you want to share?

Please forward all news submissions, including press releases announcing new products or
services, new hires, promotions, major contracts and acquisitions, milestones, community
activities, case studies and any other industry news to Managing Editor Jennifer Kohlhepp
at jkohlhepp@icma.com.

ICMA.com
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CARD PACKAGING
DOESN’T NEED TO
COST THE EARTH
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Dane Whitehurst – Creative Director, Burgopak

Every year without fail, the Royal Statistical Society in the

that they would pay more for a sustainable product with

U.K. releases its shortlist of the most arresting facts and

25% willing to pay up to 25% more.

figures of that year. In 2018, ranking above Kylie Jenner’s
tweet that wiped $1.3 billion off the value of Snapchat and
the fact that only 6.4% of executive directors within FTSE
250 companies are female, was the number 90.5%. That
number represented the percentage of plastic waste that
has never been recycled.

These figures suggest that people are taking far more
notice of their environmental footprint and that we may
have reached an important tipping-point where sustainable
design is not only good for the planet but also important for
business. The study also highlighted that younger demographics are even more conscious of sustainability when

Today, more than 5 billion tons currently languishes in our

it comes to their purchases, suggesting that its importance

oceans or in landfills and it will remain there for hundreds

will only increase over time.

of years to come. In recent years the packaging industry
has received a lot of negative press for single-use plastics
and these numbers are sobering considering that packaging accounts for almost half of all plastic waste generated
today. But with nearly 1 million plastic bottles sold around
the world every minute, there is little sign of things
slowing down.
For any company that has a physical product, no matter
how small, packaging will have a part to play. Its role may
be different within different industries. For banks and other
fintechs, card carriers have become an invaluable asset,
playing a central role in product delivery, brand identity,
activation and marketing. But everything we make has
some level of impact on the environment and the problems
with packaging don’t just start and end with plastic.

From my personal experience, even in the last year, brands
are also beginning to ask the right questions and push
harder for environmentally friendly solutions. So, something
seems to be shifting and it feels like there is an opportunity
to build on this momentum.
In recent years at Burgopak one of our core focuses has
been on developing strategies that allow us to continue
developing award-winning experiential packaging that
also has a sensitivity to the environment at its core. We’ve
learned a lot along the way and from smart-design to
careful material specification, the rest of this short article
discusses ways to squeeze out every drop of value from
your card carrier while ensuring that environmental impact
is kept to a minimum. The ultimate goal being to improve
efficiency, avoid unnecessary costs and to leverage those

Material provenance needs to be far better regulated, label-

savings to supercharge your aesthetic.

ling and education around recycling is often inadequate or

Sustainability Doesn’t Work if It’s Not Sustainable

confusing affecting consumer engagement and recycling
capabilities vary wildly between countries, local governments
and their various contractors. All of which add up to a
very big disconnect between the industry, consumers and
local governments and their contractors when it comes to
sustainable waste management.
So, there is much work to do and better standards to be set.
But negative press equals greater awareness. According to
consumer research carried out in the U.K. and U.S. by CGS
in 2020, 56% of the 2,000 shoppers questioned said that
sustainability was important to their buying decisions. Not
only that but 56% in the U.S. and 59% in the U.K. suggested

My point here is that no matter how good your intentions
and how well intentioned your decisions, if profitability
suffers then environmentally sensitive solutions will always
struggle to maintain traction. It’s why we so often see niche,
special edition “sustainable” projects from big companies
that never quite make it to scale. They eat up the marketing
spend to subsidize the bottom line but that can only last for
so long and true sustainability is ultimately compromised.
The only way to achieve positive long-term environmental
impact is through a holistic approach to sustainability. In
this respect, there are always two departments within any
continued on page 8
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Burgopak drew on insights from numerous client projects to develop its Super Envelope packaging
range that combines “wow” moments with low-cost postage and minimal material usage.

organization that need to be fully aligned on a solution to

• Dietool optimization, where careful attention is paid to the

make it stick: the brand/marketing team and purchasing. In

size and design of the net to ensure as many packs as

short, it must look amazing and deliver on brand intentions

possible can be fitted onto a single print-sheet.

and it must be cost competitive. If a solution arrives at this
intersection and is also environmentally sensitive, then you
have hit the sweet spot. At this point it is very difficult to
argue against as it falls into the “no-brainer” category. And
ultimately, it’s better to make something that is 50% better
and can be maintained than something that is 90% better
that will get squashed after the initial run.

Efficiency (Reduce, Optimize, Save)
Efficiency is just one of those things that no matter the
context or application is always good. Efficient design or
more accurately “designing-in” efficiency is perhaps the best
example of where investing in the skills, experience and
expertise of a specialist can yield huge cost savings as well
as environmental benefits.
There are countless examples within packaging design
where efficiency ticks both the economic and ecological
boxes:

8
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• D esign optimization, where the design is assessed to
remove as many manufacturing processes as possible and
generally make it more efficient to produce.
• Palletization, where calculations are done to improve the
number of packs that can be fitted into a shipper box and
the number of shipper boxes to be fitted onto a pallet.
• Supply-chain optimization, where considerations around
the design, target cost, volume, shipping location and
materials help to determine the most appropriate manufacturing location.
• P ostal consideration, where packaging is designed to
dovetail with the constraints of specific postal systems and
to leverage the lowest possible postage costs.
The final point is often overlooked but is an example where
huge savings can be made. Burgopak recently completed a
project for a brand in the U.S. that was focused entirely on

leveraging cost savings while trying to maintain the look

U.K.) there are still areas that require diligence. Perhaps the

and feel of their original packaging. The result was still a

most important being to ensure that virgin fibers come from

great looking piece of packaging, but it cost roughly $2 less

sustainably managed forests that are ideally covered by an

per unit. Not only that but by squeezing the design into the

FSC or PEFC certification mark. This will ensure that you are

“letter” category with U.S. Post Office (the previous design

not unknowingly contributing to habitat destruction, illegal

was sent as a package) a further $2 was shaved off the cost.

logging and deforestation. Recycled paper is also a poten-

The net result was a $4 million saving on their first order.

tially good option, but recycled fibers are often mixed with

The additional benefit to the redesign was the amount of
material it saved. The final packaging weighed just 24g

virgin fibers to ensure a quality product so again check for
the certification marks.

(0.85oz), approximately 50% less than the original. This of

When considering the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of

course means that half the amount of raw materials were

paper-based packaging, it is comforting to note that even if

used, creating the beginnings of a strong environmental

the packaging is not recycled and ends up at landfill it will

narrative.

compost or biodegrade over a relatively short amount of

Material Choice – Less Right is More

time (a few months to a few years). But this does depend on

From an environmental perspective making and using less

and finishes so it is worth doing your homework.

stuff is obviously better. It’s very difficult to argue with that
logic. But perhaps an even more important consideration is
whether you are using the right materials in the first place.
It’s important to consider not only the potential of certain
materials but also real-world uses and behaviors. Again,
plastic serves as a good example, as in many cases it is
completely recyclable. Yet as we have seen from the RSS
data, in 2018 only 9% had actually ever been recycled and
according to Sian Sutherland of A Plastic Planet this number

what you add to the paper in the way of coatings, adhesives
Selecting water-based or vegetable-based options is generally
a good place to start. Try to avoid plastic laminates where
possible, limit foiling to below 60% on a single side and use
spot UV sparingly. For further guidance it is worth taking
a look at an excellent document created by the Waste
& Resources Action Plan or WRAP, called Design Tips for
Recycling Paper and Card Packaging. It offers sage advice
in a clear, concise and easy to follow document.

is dropping. So, my advice would be to hope for the best, but

For all materials, a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) should

design for the worst possible outcome.

also be readily available containing relevant information

But even with something like paper-based packaging, which
has very good recycling rates (around 70-80% in the U.S. and

relating to health, safety and the environment. This may be
available online, otherwise check with your supplier.
continued on page 10
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Go Beyond the Badge
Taking material selection a step further, researching
individual business practices and sustainability objectives

environment from which they came and that the forests will
enjoy a continued legacy as will their invaluable contribution
to the wellbeing of our planet.

can help you to find the right partner and unlock some

Nail the Details

pretty big, pretty quick wins toward your own goals.

Beyond ensuring you are using the right materials and that

For example, did you know that some paper mills actually

you are using them as efficiently as possible is the question

manage their own forests? Not only that but they often

of magic. How can you inject joy, value, personality and

plant more trees than they harvest (some up to four times

functionality into a design without literally costing the earth?

the amount). One such partner, Holmen Iggesund, owns

Using packaging as a way to craft a meaningful brand

1.3 million hectares of their own forests in Sweden and

touchpoint represents a valuable opportunity to connect

they manage the whole process from harvesting seeds in

with customers and create a positive, intuitive and friendly

their orchards to planting in excess of 30 million seedlings

welcome to your products and services. However, that

each year in their nurseries. Their forests provide not only

doesn’t mean it necessarily relies on using lots of ultra-

a renewable and sustainable solution for building materials

premium materials and all the finishes under the sun.

and paperboard but also act as a huge carbon sink, absorb-

Whether you are creating a high-impact, Instagram friendly

ing up to 10% of Sweden’s total carbon output, converting

marketing weapon or a simple, well executed design that

it into breathable Oxygen.

utilizes carefully considered materials and finishes, it’s the

Their mills are run on bio energy created from the waste

details that are often the most important and are often the

from tree harvesting, wood processing and their integrated

things that create the greatest impact.

sawmills and they hold a platinum medal from EcoVadis

Using a tear-strip to tell a story, creating features that mirror

for sustainability, putting them in the top 1% of the 75,000

your logo or even finding ways to make your packaging

organizations they audit.

useful after its initial job is done don’t necessarily require

Stories like theirs play a vital role in moving the industry

any additional materials or cost to be added but they create

forward. But they also allow us to work in the knowledge

those moments for a customer where they say, “hey, that’s

that the things we create exist sympathetically with the

smart.” And ultimately that’s what you want people to feel

Left to right: A subtle, on-brand “Hooooooray” celebration printed inside a tear-strip designed for Google. Hexagon shaped packaging for Crypto.com
that mimics their brand logo. Curve metal card packaging that can be used to house the old cards that their card replaces.
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and remember; that you are doing great things, not because

ecology and for businesses to leverage positive stories,

you can afford to throw loads of money at it, but because

marketing and education around their great work. Through

you are smart and creative with your ideas and resources.

these narratives we will continue to learn, share and

The Future – An Opportunity

collectively move the whole industry forward.

I’ll close this article the way it began; there is work to
be done. But with the right approach, innovation and
sustainability can comfortably coexist. One does not have to
come at the detriment of the other. In fact, I believe we are
moving closer and closer to a time where sustainability is
considered synonymous and inextricably linked with the
notion of “good design.” Being wasteful and using unsustainable materials will soon feel very outdated.
So, we must view sustainability as an opportunity for
designers to flex their creative muscles, for purchasing
departments to find symbiosis between economy and

About the Author: Dane Whitehurst is the creative director
at Burgopak and heads up the company’s award-winning design team. As a packaging designer, he has worked with many
of the world’s biggest brands and has helped some of the
most innovative fintechs and start-ups to launch new products
through a holistic approach to packaging design. Dane is a
visiting lecturer at Ravensbourne College and the RCA in
London and speaks internationally on the subject of packaging
design. He is credited with a host of international patents and
design awards and his work has been featured in galleries and
museums including The MoMA, New York and The Design
Museum, London. Dane graduated from Central Saint Martins,
London in 2005 with a master’s degree in industrial design.
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Kelsey Tweedly – Marketing Manager, ICMA

Business has been challenging for the last two years. Revenues may have dipped, while marketing
budgets were cut. But 2022 looks like the beginning of a rally.
Reinvesting in your company’s digital marketing strategy is one of the quickest ways to make up for
any lost traction. Being found is the first step in the sales cycle. The majority of online experiences
(68%) begin with a search engine, so that’s where you should focus. From a sales perspective, SEO
leads have a 14.6% close rate.
Here are five digital marketing trends in 2022 that will help your company improve its search rankings:
1. MULTI-CHANNEL MARKETING
In today’s digital world, your marketing
plan must include multiple channels
to reach more of your targeted audience—faster.

A mobile app provides enhanced
customer engagement and superior
analytics. It helps you track in-app user
activity and offers filtered recommendations based on that behavior. An app
also can require personal sign-ins by

3. GOOGLE SHOPPING
The pandemic has motivated Google to
pump up its retail game. According to
a recent study, more consumers have
shifted their buying patterns online in
the last 12 months. For instance, 34%

For example, the average consumer

users, which can have a great impact

owns 3.64 connected devices and more

on generating leads. With integrated

than 50% of all internet usage happens

sign-in features, you can even generate

on mobile. In addition, multi-channel

user data across the web. This will help

marketing campaigns experience

you create targeted ads customized

a 24% greater return, compared to

to specific preferences or locations.

single-channel campaigns.

Using an A/B testing tool, you can

To make things more interesting,

Develop a media campaign to drive

experiment with different strategies to

Google has enhanced its relationship

prospects down the sales funnel and

optimize the customer experience.

with Shopify, and it has updated

increase marketing qualified leads.

A mobile app also gives customers a

Distribute content on various channels,

better experience, allowing them to

including your business’ website, social

access while offline.

media channels, third-party news sites
with PR, emails and webcasts.

While a website cannot be accessed

of shoppers bought a product online
via PC and 38% bought a product
online via tablet last year, while 44%
bought a product online via mobile
phone or smartphone.

its AI shopping model with new
search guidelines.
That’s right. Google is headed straight
for Amazon’s market share.

offline, some features of an app can

And that’s great news for your SEO

still be available for offline use. Offline

program in 2022.

If you want to extend the value of your

functionalities drain very little battery

Google’s Shopping Graph integrates

website, convert it into a mobile app.

from the device, while still allowing

product information and reviews

users to get basic information.

in real time so users can shop for

2. MOBILE-FIRST MARKETING

continued on page 14
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products that are available while they

work best for building your brand’s

less intimidating for the humans who

search. This model works across many

story along with better search results?

appreciate your meaningful content.

Google properties, including YouTube,

Start with case studies, which answer

Google Images, Google Search and, of

two of the three questions you will

5. VOICE SEARCH

course, Google Shopping.

need to address before you close a

So, make sure you provide Google with
product data, which will dramatically
help your products be seen by your
customers.

4. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

question, “Have you ever worked with
a customer like me before?” and
the second one, “What makes your
company special?” Keep them succinct
so the user can quickly understand

Google’s AI algorithm RankBrain will

your value.

be one of the most important ranking

(Oh yeah, about the third question

factors for Google search engine results
pages in 2022. Although the company
hasn’t revealed the inner workings of
its algorithm, it is likely to come down
to user experience. In other words,
your SEO strategy will most likely turn
into a content strategy to generate the
best results in 2022. The amount
of time spent on a website, as well
as click-throughs, will probably be
assessed by RankBrain to determine
which content should be prioritized
in search results.
Do you know which content formats

14

client. Case studies answer the first

to close a client—it’s actually a sales
question: “How much?” From a marketer’s perspective, if they ask that
question, it means you’ve done your
job. Now, let the sales team take over.)
Here’s another tip: longer content gets
more shares. So, instead of writing
three 1,000-word blogs, plan ahead
and write about the same topic so you
can combine them. And to keep the
users on your page for a longer period
of time, use H2 and H3 subheads
throughout the story, which will make it
easier for the web crawlers to scan and

CARD MANUFACTURING | FEBRUARY 2022

Regarding voice search, your customers
are spending less time talking on their
phones and spending more time talking
to their phones. Web browsing is still
No. 1 on mobile devices, but voice
searching is now in second place. In
fact, it’s projected that 70% of consumers
will forego shopping at physical stores
because they will shop via voice in
2022. Voice shopping is expected to
reach $40 billion by next year.
The growing voice-search trend will
make keyword planning even more
valuable for your organization in 2022.
Strong keywords on your website will
create a better user experience that
will heighten your on-page scores from
an SEO perspective. The result? Higher
placements in search results and more
web traffic.
In 2022, the time is right to revisit your
marketing plan and capitalize on the
digital marketing trends.

cover story

PERSONALIZATION
TO MEET CONSUMER EXPECTATIONS AND LIFESTYLE NEEDS
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Jennifer Kohlhepp – Managing Editor, ICMA

Personalization is the technical process

forefront of trends to meet baseline

recycled PVC, PLA, recycled PETG and

of marking private data, specific to

consumer expectations and lifestyle

ocean plastic (recycled PET). There is

a given card, onto the card surface.

needs. Equally important, to deliver

high focus globally on sustainability in

Personalization is an important part

innovative technology and environ-

the card industry value chain both in

of plastic card production and is one

mentally friendly products.”

the secure and non-secure cards sector

of the means of protecting a card from

Current Personalization Trends

with an aim to get cards as eco-friendly

unauthorized use.
Among the many ways to personalize
plastic cards, there are those that can
be changed if necessary (information
stored on a microchip or magnetic
stripe) and those that cannot be
changed. Also, personalization technologies that are widely used today
can be roughly divided into two types:
the results of which can be seen, or
visual, and electrical.
“Tietoevry offers a variety of different
personalization techniques,” said Bjørn

The top three personalization trends
are currently the use of durable graphic,
drop-on-demand and laser. Durable

as possible.”

Flat Printing Technology’s Effect
on Personalization

graphic and drop-on-demand are used

Flat printing technology, i.e., durable

well together with Visa and Mastercard’s

graphic and drop-on-demand, allows

new options for positioning credentials

personalization of variable information

on the cards. “We see more of vertical

with high resolution at high person-

cards and Visa’s Quick Read designs

alization speed. It allows printing

used, with the possibility for the banks

on a large variety of materials as

to have a cleaner front design, moving

well as printing in integrated chip

credentials to the back of the card,”

and antenna locations.

Vold said.

Durable graphic personalization

Laser personalization on cards is a

requires a flat surface; thus, it is not

material processing operation since no

possible to print across a surface with

ink, toner or pigment is added to the

varnished elements. “Obviously, this

product. Laser energy applied to the

also affects the card designs making a

card changes the material character-

change there as well,” Vold said. “The

istics to produce some type of visible

flat printing technology has resulted in

mark. Because of this, the specific

a shift moving away from embossing

materials used in the card will affect

for half of all products and the number

the personalization results.

is increasing.”

processing allows us to satisfy nearly

Top Personalization Trend Drivers

all customer needs for the organization

“The trends, as we see it, come from

Eco-Friendly Materials’ Effect
on Personalization

of information exchange and to use

consumer expectations and needs,

The use of innovative card materials

the data for the personalization of the

together with new technology making

including eco-friendly materials can

customer’s cards.”

innovative products come to life,” Vold

limit personalization options. “Our

Tietoevry serves banks and fintech

said. “With the wave of fintech’s enter-

own experience is that some product

ing the markets, there has been an

families made of innovative card body

awakening within the schemes as

materials will not be approved for

well, opening for more untraditional

embossing at our sites,” Vold said.

Vold, head of product management/
lead product manager, card production
and personalization, Tietoevery (formerly EVRY). “All processes are carried out
in accordance with the requirements of
the Visa and Mastercard international
payment schemes. Practical experience
in applying various methods of transmission and confidential information

issuers in the Nordics, Baltics, UK and
Ireland, with three card personalization
centers in Norway, Finland and Latvia,
and has been personalizing cards since

products pushing new consumer-

The reason for this could be either their

1993. “With card deliveries to bank-

oriented technology.”

ing and finance, private and public

Vold added, “The top trend, I would

tests for embossing or their varying

sector, Tietoevry Card Production

say, is sustainable or eco-friendly plastic

process parameters for embossing.

and Personalization must be in the

with a change from first-use PVC to

“However, this has not been a problem

failure to perform at relevant CQM

continued on page 18
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for our customers as we can offer

and remakes, is also an important

of electronic elements or made them

durable graphics, drop-on-demand or

contribution.

smaller, preventing negative impact

laser instead of embossing,” Vold said.

How Does Personalization Play
into Card Security?

during personalization,” Vold said.

Historically, the security of the card was

Personalizers, card manufacturers and

personalization.”

mainly visual, with e.g., the hologram,

chip manufacturers must continue the

Are There Eco-Friendly
Personalization Techniques?

printed account number and signature,

close cooperation to meet the high

but after the transition to chip cards,

security and quality standards set by the

the security was taken to a new level.

schemes. At the same time, increasingly

All the different personalization

“The electronic security with the

more consumers expect cards to contain

techniques will add some minor

personalization of security keys and

more technology and to be more eco-

impact to the card personalization

security rules to the chip, now plays

friendly, in line with their lifestyle.

environmental footprint. “However,

an important part of the card security,”

transportation of cards and electrical

Vold said.

consumption during the personaliza-

Electronic Card Elements’ Effect
on Personalization

“Other than that, the eco-friendly
card products have performed pretty
similar to PVC when it comes to

tion process represents the greatest
impact to the environment,” Vold said.
Green renewable energy used during
the personalization process is the most
important contribution to keep the
card personalization environmental
footprint to a minimum. Utilizing
consumables and having reliable and
good process control to avoid waste
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The introduction of more electronic
elements into the card body has itself
forced new technology to card personalization to be able to personalize
without affecting the electronics inside.
“New electronic technology has at
the same time decreased the number
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Conclusion

“I believe the latter have come to a
good start for the schemes, whilst the
card industry follows up with a growing
focus on circular economy and sustainability work,” Vold said. “Undoubtedly,
for the schemes it requires to have
a clear but visionary roadmap being
supportive to the card industry, and for
the card industry to follow up and continue to nourish cooperation to deliver
consumer-oriented card products.”

association news

NEW BLOGS POSTED ON ICMA.COM
The blogs posted to ICMA.com feature ICMA members demonstrating their thought
leadership on topics of interest to the global card industry. There are also
posts about how to best leverage your ICMA member benefits.
Our most recent blogs include:
• Tips for Designing an Eco-Focused Card, which features Megan
Bogard, design manager, CPI Card Group, discussing the elements to consider when designing an eco-focused card and
how to ensure a successful eco-focused card project. “Our
approach isn’t just better for the environment. It’s also a
smarter way of doing business,” says Bogard.
• Recycled Stainless Steel: Key Component of CompoSecure’s
Élan Award-Winning Card, details how CompoSecure
created an Élan Award-winning card with eco-friendly
materials because the company is striving for a better
tomorrow. “We share a common goal with the entire
card manufacturing industry by making a pledge to
sustainability and providing our customers with highquality products that are environmentally responsible,” says Greg Maes,
chief operating officer, CompoSecure.
To read these and more ICMA blogs, visit icma.com/blog/.

ICMA’S ECOLABEL PROGRAM:
A NEW OPPORTUNITY FOR CARD MANUFACTURERS
Take the next steps to become a licensed ICMA

Manufacturers can become EcoLabel Program licensees.

EcoLabel manufacturer. It’s a great opportunity to

Licensees can showcase their support of sustainability

demonstrate your sustainability initiatives.

initiatives.

ICMA’s EcoLabel standard program is now available

Licensees can offer issuer clients a valuable EcoLabel

for member card manufacturers to be recognized for

opportunity for cards that meet established criteria in

their commitment to sustainability and for their cards

one of the following categories:

that meet program requirements.

ICMA’s green card standard at a glance
In response to consumer and card issuer demand for
green transaction and identification cards, the ICMA

20

• Reduced materials
• Recycled content
• Compostable
• Biobased content

EcoLabel Standard Program establishes criteria for the

Sign up for the EcoLabel program today and

environmental impact of a manufacturer’s cards through

demonstrate your commitment to green! Questions?

a third-party ecolabeling program.

Visit ICMA.com or contact us at info@icma.com.
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EXPO news
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ICMA’s 2022 EXPO:
A Must-Attend Event
ICMA will host our 2022 Card Manufacturing and
Personalization EXPO on May 15-18 at the Saddlebrook
Resort in Tampa, Florida.

ICMA is committed to developing dynamic program
content and this year’s event will feature presentations
on the following and more:
• Modern Payment Card Possibilities
• The Role Cards Play in the Digitalization Age
• Metal Cards, Magnetics and Modules
• Card Personalization Trends
• Biometric Payment Cards

• Biometric System-On-Cards
• Card and Packaging Design
2022

This one-of-a-kind conference, Cards Reimagined,
will feature expert presentations, valuable networking
opportunities, an exhibition hall and the Élan Awards
of Excellence ceremony.

• Solutions for Card Issuers to Improve Security
and Enhance the Cardholder Customer Experience

Want to reach new customers? Take advantage of the
exhibition and sponsorship opportunities available at
our first in-person event since 2019.
Booth spaces are chosen in the order that contracts
are received. Submit an exhibitor contract as soon
as possible to ensure a premium location on the
exhibit floor.
Sponsorships are also available for a wide range of
budgets including full program, meals, breaks, educational sessions, receptions, EXPO bags and more.
Each sponsorship comes with a variety of beneficial
extras, even free EXPO registrations if applicable.

• Blockchain, NFT & Phygitals in the Card Industry,
A Game Changer?

For exhibition and sponsorship information, email dwebster@icma.com.
If you haven’t registered for this historic event yet or need more information,
visit ICMAEXPO.com.
ICMA.com
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ace news
Jennifer Kohlhepp – Managing Editor, ICMA

ICMA’S LATEST

ACE-COMMERCIAL CLASS ANNOUNCED
ICMA would like to congratulate the following individuals who successfully completed the
Advanced Card Education (ACE)-Commercial training program:
NAME

ORGANIZATION NAME

TITLE

Karen Greene

Credit One Bank

Advertising, Branding, Creative Direction and Operations

Julie Masterman

Perfect Plastic Printing Corp.

Customer Account Manager and Sales Admin Support

The purpose of ACE-Commercial training is to provide sales, marketing, customer service
and other card industry professionals at your company with the opportunity to learn the
fundamentals of card manufacturing. Others who may find this training beneficial include
suppliers and consultants who want to have a deeper understanding of the card industry
opportunities and challenges experienced by card providers.
Employees who participate in the training series:
• Receive a high-level overview of the major
components of a card manufacturing business.

scheduled for:
• Wednesday, March 9 at 11 a.m. ET

• Learn about the production of cards.

• Wednesday, June 29 at 11 a.m. ET

• Review customer service support and sales issues

• Wednesday, August 24 at 11 a.m. ET

that arise in the sale and support of card products
and projects.
• Review top-of-mind questions and topics that
customers of card products may have.
Unlike ICMA’s other ACE programs, which require students
to pass an exam to achieve a corresponding certification,
ACE-Commercial is designed to provide employees in customer-facing roles with high-level card industry education
without the need to enroll in certification-level curriculum.
Conducted by David Tushie, ICMA’s standards and technical
representative, ACE-Commercial is taught virtually in two,
two-hour sessions on the same day. There are no prerequisites, but the program is only available to current
ICMA member companies.
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The next ACE-Commercial training sessions are
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• Wednesday, November 2 at 11 a.m. ET
Employees who complete the training class will receive a
certificate of completion.
The cost to attend the training is $249 per attendee or
$210 per attendee for groups of five or more from the
same organization. Private company training is also
available at a reduced rate for groups of 10 or more.
For more information and to register, visit
icma.com/ace-commercial-training/.

member & product news

Austriacard Acquires Nitecrest
Austriacard and Nitecrest have completed

Authentic Vision, Bank Austria Unveil
Mobile Banking Technology

a “merger/acquisition” process where

UniCredit Bank Austria is rolling out an

Austriacard has acquired 100% of shares

innovative security system for mobile

of Nitecrest. Nitecrest’s key shareholders

banking that offers customers maximum

and leadership team now hold equity

protection and great usability. The system

positions and will retain their roles in the

is based on a copy-proof holographic

new structure. This follows Austriacard’s

fingerprint security label integrated into

merger with TAG Systems.

the debit cards of Austria’s leading bank.

The companies’ relations are already
more complex than that as Nitecrest and
TAG Systems have a joint venture TagNitecrest, established in 2016, to produce
and personalize payment cards for U.K.
financial institutions and from 2019 to
manufacture biometric payment cards for
the U.K. market.
There are further companies involved
in the network as TAG Systems also has
a partnership with Zwipe dating back
to 2019 to develop biometric payment
cards. This partnership took a further step
forward in March 2021 when TAG Systems
placed a small order for Zwipe Pay ONE
as the partners decided to bring biometric
payment cards to issuers in Europe and
North America, built on Zwipe’s platform.
To summarize, Austriacard Holdings has
three divisions of which one is Austriacard/TAG and specializes in digital security
in payments and identity. Austriacard
Holdings has seven production facilities
and seven personalization centers in
Europe, one in the U.S. and another in
South America.

Users scan the label with their smartphones, thus confirming the physical
presence of the card and connecting the
latter to the mobile device. Consequently,
the mobile banking app can be used
exclusively on this device until the user
connects a new smartphone to the card.
Developed by Authentic Vision, the
technology impedes the misuse of access
data and replaces additional verification

The deal values CompoSecure at a pro
forma enterprise value of approximately
$1.2 billion. CompoSecure continues to
be a pioneer and leader in the design and
manufacture of premium metal financial
cards. Its innovative cryptocurrency
cold-storage and security solution, Arculus,
leverages its payment card technology
and security expertise to advance cryptocurrency and other digital asset adoption
(photos and B-roll are available upon
request). CompoSecure has produced
more than 92 million metal payment
cards to date and the business has grown
domestically and internationally, serving
more than 100 card programs worldwide,
and in the United States, six of the top 10
card issuers with a long and deep tenure
with the largest clients.

codes. The Holographic Fingerprint ™

For more information, visit

has established a track record of success

composecure.com.

across several use cases and has already
become a staple for brand protection
around the globe.
This process will save Bank Austria
customers other two-factor authentication
steps such as activation letters, passwords
or branch visits, while providing even
better protection against fraudulent

D&K Receives ISO Certification
D&K Coating Technologies, a division of
D&K Group, has earned ISO 9001:2015
certification. This ISO certification is
registered by Intertek, an ANSI-accredited
organization.

attacks. The Authentic Vision system is

ISO 9001:2015 is an internationally rec-

interoperable, working on any Android

ognized quality management standard.

or iOS smartphone. Furthermore, it is

ISO certification demonstrates dedication

GDPR-compliant.

to consistency, continuous improvement,

For more information, visit
authenticvision.com.

and customer satisfaction.
Tom Pidgeon, vice president, sales and
custom coatings, said, “This is a mo-

Nitecrest produces and personalizes gift,

mentous milestone achievement. ISO

loyalty and telecom cards globally.

CompoSecure Goes Public

For more information, visit

CompoSecure is now trading under

commitment to our customers and quality

austriacard.com.

Nasdaq under CMPO. Roman DBDR

management systems.”

shareholders approved the transaction

D&K Coating Technologies is registered

at Roman DBDR’s stockholder meeting
held on December 23, 2021, and the
transaction was completed on December
27, 2021. The new company name is
CompoSecure Inc.

certification is a clear indicator of D&K’s

under certificate #0019798.
For more information, visit dkgroup.com.
continued on page 24
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member & product news
Ink Technology, continued from page 17

Fingerprint Cards Achieves
Mastercard Certification

G+D Survey: Consumers Ready
for CBDCs

Fingerprint Cards AB’s second-generation

Central banks need to work with the

T-Shape ® sensor module and software

private sector to ensure widespread

platform for biometric payment cards have

availability of central bank digital curren-

concerns of consumers regarding

achieved compliance with Mastercard’s

cies (CBDC) for consumers and educate

digital payments overall, with more

new fingerprint sensor evaluation process.

them about the potential benefits in terms

than 27% saying they are not sure

of speed, security and low cost, a report

such payments are safe or that

published by the international technology

merchants are able to accept them.

group Giesecke+Devrient (G+D) and

• Central bank digital currencies could

Having passed the former specifications
last year, Fingerprints has proactively
secured this updated approval to simplify
the process for card manufacturers to
launch second-generation biometric
payment cards.
This development will minimize the time
to market, lower related costs and is an
important milestone for the deployment of
biometric payment cards at scale, supporting greater convenience and security for
consumers making in-store purchases.
The test was performed in line with
Mastercard’s stricter anti-spoofing capabilities for biometric payment cards, which
were issued last year. The Fingerprint Test
Assessment Summary for sensor vendors
confirms the performance of features that
enhance the security, privacy, and user
experience for cardholders.

the independent think tank Official
Monetary Financial Institutions Forum
(OMFIF) reveals.

biometric payment cards to be produced
and integrated using standard manufacturing processes.

countries. In Nigeria, where a pilot CBDC
project was launched in October 2021,
91% of respondents say they are likely to
use CBDCs, with 60% of consumers saying
so in Indonesia. However, these figures fall
to just 24% in the United States and 14%
in Germany. This suggests CBDCs could

universality are cited by consumers
as the two key potential benefits of

• Consumers who say they would be
prepared to use CBDCs see a wide
range of potential uses, as a complement to payment apps, cards, mobile
wallets and cash, as well as a tool for
financial inclusion.
For more information, visit gi-de.com.

offer a “leapfrog” moment in payments in
emerging markets, where systems are less
developed, compared to countries such as
the US and Germany, where consumers
have many established payment

much higher in emerging markets: more
than 40% of consumers in both Nigeria
and Indonesia are familiar with the concept
of CBDCs, compared to just 15% in the
United States, although half of American
consumers say they have heard of
cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin rather

For more information, visit

than CBDCs.

fingerprints.com and mastercard.com.

Other key findings from the report include:
• C onsumers’ attachment to cash
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HID Global Showcases New
Biometric Passport
Citizens of Estonia will notice a range of
new features as they start receiving the
all-new biometric passport when they
update their travel documents after HID
Global confirmed earlier this year the
contract to supply the booklets and
software integration modules.
Estonia had high standards for its new
credential, which also now leads the
world with security features and personalization. It is the first passport to include
a polycarbonate data page and contains
a QR code for validity checking. Over the
course of the eight-year contract, HID is

payments remains strong, despite

expected to provide an estimated 800,000

digital developments and the impact

biometric passports.

of COVID-19. Cash is one of the
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address these concerns: security and

respectively.

consumers in developed and developing

Awareness of digital currencies is also

efficiency, enabling the most cost-effective

• S afety and availability are the key

ence in attitudes toward CBDCs between

ogy combines extensive R&D investment

increased performance and power

across the four jurisdictions.

CBDCs, by 33% and 29% of consumers

options already.

pilots and commercial rollouts. It delivers

methods for 74% of consumers

The survey findings reveal a sharp differ-

The second-generation T-Shape technolwith key learnings from successful market

three most frequently used payment

The application process involves captur-

For more information, visit mastercard.

manufacturing of dual-interface eCom-

ing and verifying the citizen’s identity data

com, thales.com and fingerprints.com.

merce-ready payment cards. The solution

for the personalization of the booklet. The
ID document includes secure chip encod-

maximizes payment card life, therefore
reducing premature card reissuance,

ing and encryption in addition to the

SPS Partners with Ellipse

printed QR code.

Card-not-present payments, used in e-

solution developed by Ellipse is compatible

The document’s polycarbonate datapage

commerce, are plagued with fraud caused

with all EMV chips and the EVC code

by the low level of security provided by

verification is easy to deploy as it fully

the fixed Card Security Code (CSC, also

leverages existing EMV rails and does

known as CVV or CVC) printed on the

not require an additional server on the

signature panel of most payment cards.

issuer side.

Ellipse has developed the Ellipse Verifica-

For more information, visit s-p-s.com.

includes optically variable inks, two laser
images and a window in the shape of
Estonia for strong protection against
fraud, with further transparent images
incorporated. UV and embossed features
depict the local climate throughout the
booklet and even on the front cover.
The software modules have been
integrated into the Estonian government’s
existing identity management and X-Road
systems and allow secure chip encoding
and encryption. Part of the overall system
allows the tracking of each booklet from
the manufacturing facility through to end
of the personalization process. The software provides a dashboard of process,
quality and inventory.
For more information, visit hidglobal.com.

tion Code (EVC), displayed on the back
of the card, that refreshes automatically
during every contact or contactless EMV
transaction, rendering pointless any
fraudster attempt to copy and reuse it.

Bank Pocztowy in Poland is the latest to
begin issuing biometric payment cards
to its customers, following a trial conducted with partners Fiserv Polska S.A.,
Mastercard and Thales.
The bank began issuing the cards on
December 20, 2021, and says they provide
enhanced security and support safely
distanced transactions. Thales is responsible for developing the fingerprint-enabled
card, as well as packaging and distribution.
Thales supplies biometric technology for
Mastercard along with partner Fingerprint
Cards. The partners announced a deal
to provide biometric credit cards in Jordan

Sun Chemical Increases Prices
Sun Chemical recently increased prices
across its entire portfolio of packaging,

Thanks to the integration of SPS’s

commercial sheetfed and screen inks,

eBoost inductive coupling technology

coatings, consumables and adhesives

with the EVC® All-In-One module, card

in North America.

®

manufacturers can easily mass produce
e-commerce-ready payment cards. Dualinterface cards based on this technology
do not require any physical connection
between the micromodule and the antenna,
thus benefitting from the advantages of
this simple embedding process in terms

Mastercard, Thales, FPC Launch
Biometric Card in Poland

and supports eco-friendly initiatives. The

of cost efficiency, reliability and card
life expectancy.

The unprecedented pace of inflationary
cost movements continues to impact the
entire spectrum of raw material inputs
and packaging components for the ink
industry. In addition, the sustained shortage of available labor, along with the
supply/demand dynamics in both the
global and regional logistics markets, are
contributing factors in driving further cost

SPS’s EVC All-In-One module easily

increases. Sun Chemical continues to find

integrates into the traditional manufactur-

ways of mitigating these costs, but the

ing process of dual-interface cards where

magnitude and speed of cost increases

the EVC® All-In-One module is embedded

require the company to increase prices to

in place of the traditional EMV module,

offset impacts to the business.

®

avoiding any disruption to both the supply
chain and the manufacturing process.
Embedding the micromodule at the very
end of the manufacturing operations
guarantees that no micromodule will be
wasted because of card body manufactur-

Sun Chemical will communicate specific
increases directly with its customers.
Customers with questions can reach
out to their local Sun Chemical sales

ing issues.

representative.

Thanks to its exclusive all-in-one design,

For more information, visit

Ellipse’s battery-free EVC technology
ensures an easy and cost-effective

sunchemical.com.
continued on page 26
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member & product news
Ink Technology, continued from page 17

Nuvei, Visa to Launch Crypto-Friendly
Debit Cards
Nuvei Corp., through its subsidiary
Simplex, is rolling out branded Visa debit
cards to its partners across the European
Economic Area and United Kingdom,
following a partnership with Visa.
In combination with Nuvei’s Simplex
Banking, the new cards simplify the fiatto-crypto on-ramp and off-ramp process,
creating a unified way for individuals to
utilize and spend the funds from their
crypto sales.

22
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The first batch of cards were delivered

the resultant funds instantly anywhere

to COTI in September 2021, enabling the

that Visa is accepted. Using the branded

latter to launch crypto bank accounts and

cards, customers effectively gain the same

COTI-branded Visa debit cards. Partnering

spending power with their crypto holdings

with Nuvei, merchants on COTI’s block-

as they would with traditional currencies.

chain finance network stand to benefit
from increased adoption as a result of
being able to accept cryptocurrency as a
payment option.
For the customers of Nuvei’s partners,
the use of the debit card allows them to
sell their crypto holdings at the click
of a button, while being able to spend
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For more information, visit visa.com.

industry news

Global Smart Cards Market to Reach
$16.8B by 2026

analysis period.

Central Bank of Iraq Encourages Banks
to Work with Zwipe

Amid the COVID-19 crisis, the global

If 2021 was the year for technological

Zwipe has received an official endorsement

market for smart cards, estimated at

developments for biometric payment

from the Central Bank of Iraq, a develop-

$12.6 billion in the year 2020, is projected

cards, it is becoming clearer how big the

ment that could help to further strengthen

to reach a revised size of $16.8 billion by

iceberg may be. Following the Smart Pay-

its global position in the emerging

2026, growing at a CAGR of 4.8% over the

ment Association’s report into 2022 being

biometric payment cards market.

analysis period.

the year the technology goes mainstream,

The Smart Cards market in the United
States is estimated at $1.8 billion in the
year 2021. The country currently accounts
for a 14.1% share in the global market.
China, the world`s second largest economy, is forecast to reach an estimated

expand at a 6.2% CAGR through the

Mordor Intelligence has released a market
report that predicts compound annual
growth of 155.45% from 2021 to 2026.
This would take the global biometric card
market’s 2020 value of $8.75 million to
$1.69 billion by 2026.

The affirmation arrives on the heels of
Zwipe’s announcement that an undisclosed
bank in the Levant region will soon trial
a biometric payment card based on the
Zwipe Pay ONE platform. The project,
conducted in partnership with payment
services provider areeba, is expected to

market size of $4.4 billion in the year

Asia Pacific is tipped to see the strongest

2026 trailing a CAGR of 5.7% through the

demand for biometric payment cards, de-

analysis period. Among the other note-

spite rising smartphone use for payments,

worthy geographic markets are Japan and

while Europe, the United States and

Canada, each forecast to grow at 3.9%

Canada are predicted to have mid-level

BBVA Group Issued 11.5M Recycled
Plastic Cards in 2021

and 4.6% respectively over the analysis

growth and Latin America, Africa and the

BBVA distributed a total of 11.5 million

period. Within Europe, Germany is fore-

Middle East low.

new debit and credit cards made from

cast to grow at approximately 4.2% CAGR
while Rest of European market (as defined
in the study) will reach $704.5 million by

begin in the first half of this year.

recycled materials among its clients in

Metro’s Travel Card Gaining Popularity

2021, as part of a progressive process that
began in 2020. The bank is already offering

the end of the analysis period. Developing

Six years after its inauguration, Chennai

recycled cards in most of the countries

economies across Asia-Pacific is poised

Metro Rail is now gaining acceptability

across its footprint.

to present probable opportunities for

among regular commuters. This is reflected

the development of the market for smart

in an increasing number of passengers

card, attributable to the evolving strong

preferring travel cards over one-

financial structure which is progressively

time tokens.

becoming digitized as well as finding push

According to officials of Chennai Metro

ing a total of 36.2 tons of new plastic

Rail Ltd (CMRL), nearly 58% of passengers

from entering the market. In line with

use the prepaid travel card while 40% buy

its commitment to foster the responsible

the tokens. At present, CMRL offers 20%

consumption of recycled materials and

In the global government and health care

discount in fare for travel card users.

the recycling thereof, BBVA will avoid, in

segment, United States, Canada, Japan,

When the Metro services commenced

the manufacturing process alone, a total

from the government agencies for incorporating smart chip-based framework for
better overseeing the processes.

China and Europe will drive the 5.3%
CAGR estimated for this segment. These
regional markets accounting for a combined market size of $1.2 billion in the
year 2020 will reach a projected size of
$1.7 billion by the close of the analysis period. China will remain among the fastest
growing in this cluster of regional markets.
Led by countries such as Australia, India
and South Korea, the market in Asia-Pacific
is forecast to reach $279.1 million by
the year 2026, while Latin America will

in 2015, for one year, just 30,000 people

With this recycled plastic initiative, BBVA
aims to promote the circular economy
and its 4R-principle (reducing, reusing,
recycling and recovering), while prevent-

of 80.5 million tones in carbon emissions

bought the travel cards as against 29 lakh

per year.

people who used the tokens, indicating

BBVA was the first bank in Europe to

that many were occasional travelers. In

launch a recycled plastic card made from

2019-2020, 1.2 crore commuters used

polyvinyl chloride sourced from recycled

tokens while three lakh had travel cards.

waste materials from the packaging,

Even during pre-pandemic times, in Janu-

printing, automotive or window making

ary 2020, when nearly 1.16 lakh travelers

industries. And its commitment is to keep

took the Metro on a daily basis, there was

improving this product to make it 100%

a significant rise in the number of travel

recycled. The bank currently has 90 mil-

card users.

lion credit and debit cards in circulation
and is taking steps to start issuing only
continued on page 28
ICMA.com
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industry news

footprint by 2023.

Card has Fingerprint Scanner for Card
User Authentication

By 2023, the bank will no longer issue

SmartMetric Inc. has created a credit card

other types of cards, in line with its com-

that has built inside of it, a fingerprint

mitment to the responsible consumption

reader that when you touch a sensor

of recycled materials, and recycling.

on the card’s surface, scans the user’s

recycled plastic cards across its entire

inside the card for identity validation of
the card user. It has large memory along
with a very fast processor making the
card an exciting new technology platform
for advanced multi applications performed
on the credit or debit card.

fingerprint in less than a second. The

Restaurant Gift Card Sales Up Over
Last Two Years

user’s fingerprint is compared with their
pre-stored fingerprint inside the card and
when a fingerprint match occurs, the card

The restaurant industry sold 6% more

is turned on. Instant secure user validation

gift cards during the 2021 holiday season

that goes beyond the use of a PIN in

compared to 2019, and 57% more than

protecting the use of a credit or debit

2020, according to a Paytronix study.

card when making a transaction.

Overall, there was a 43% increase in the

The SmartMetric card is designed with its

number of cards sold, when comparing

own internal power source. This enables

the 2021 holiday season (November 1

the card to function and perform the

through December 24) to the 2020 season.

fingerprint scan prior to the card being

In terms of total value added to cards,

inserted into a reader. This allows the

2021 numbers were 57% ahead of those

card to be used at regular ATMs and

Biometric Smart Card System to be Used
in Courts
The state government will soon introduce
biometric-based smart card system for
entry of lawyers in district courts. The
move is aimed at ensuring security of
district courts across Uttar Pradesh (UP)
in India.
The pilot project will be introduced in
district courts of Lucknow and Azamgarh.
Thereafter, it will be implemented in other
district courts in a phased manner.

in situations where the card is used in

The smart cards will be issued to genuine

places like a restaurant where the card

lawyers who are into legal profession and

is taken away from the dining table to

are regular visitors to courts. This would

in 2021, loaded an average of $35.34

be processed.

help in keeping out unwarranted elements

compared with $32.03 in 2020 and $35.84

The SmartMetric Biometric Card goes

in 2019.

beyond using its sub microelectronics

in 2020 and 4.7% larger than in 2019.
Numbers were even higher when looking
at the average amount loaded. Consumers,
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from courts.

new members

PRINCIPAL MEMBERS

Plasticard ZFT GmbH & Co. KG

FEITAN Technologies Co. Ltd.

Germany

United States

Christian Reuther

Tibi Zhang

plasticard.de

ftsafe.com
FEITIAN Technologies Co. Ltd. is a digital technology provider
and manufacturer of cyber security solutions with five
oversea branches in Asia, Europe, North America, and a
professional international team to serve customers all over
the world. FEITIAN’s continuous investment in R&D and deep
understanding of customer needs enable the company to
continuously develop diversified types of innovative products

Plasticard-ZFT is a company that operates across Europe and
focuses on the product plastic card in all its variations. The
company offers a wide range of products for all ID media and
produces small and medium-sized runs of 100 to 500,000
items economically. Plasticard-ZFT also offers a range of
services from numbering on cards to complex lettershop
services with PIN letter production, passport photo digitization
and coding in the high-security area.

with international patents and certifications.

member on the move
marketplace

IDEMIA Appoints Chief People Ofﬁcer, North America
IDEMIA I&S North America recently announced the
appointment of Beth Unger as chief people
officer, North America. Beth brings more
than 30 years of experience across all facets
of human resources as well as 12 years in the
technology industry, most recently serving
as executive director of human resources
for ManTech International, an information
technology and government contracting company.
In the newly created role of chief people officer in North
America, she will work closely with executive teams and
senior management to ensure the business’ talent needs
are met. IDEMIA values inclusivity among all employees,
customers, investors and the community, and as a solutions-oriented leader, Unger will develop and align the
people strategy with IDEMIA’s business goals, innovating
the mindset across a diverse talent pool to optimize work
and performance.
For more information, visit https://na.idemia.com/.

ICMA.com
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industry calendar

2022

Seamless Asia
June 22-23, 2022
Virtual

May
ICMA Card Manufacturing
& Personalization EXPO
May 15-18, 2022

October
Money 20/20 USA
October 24-27, 2022

Saddlebrook Resort

Las Vegas, Nevada

Tampa, Florida, USA

November/December
Trustech

June

November 29 - December 1, 2022

Money 20/20 Europe

Paris

June 7-9, 2022
Amsterdam

Seamless Middle East
May 31 - June 1, 2022
Dubai
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